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Introduction: The efficacy and safety of abobotulinumtoxinA in the management of cervical dystonia has been
established in randomized, controlled trials that use a selected trial population. In this meta-analysis of observational
data, we evaluated the real-life effectiveness of abobotulinumtoxinA as delivered in routine clinical practice.
Methods:Meta-analysis of patient-level data for adult patients with cervical dystonia treatedwith abobotulinumtoxinA
from three prospective, multicenter, observational studies (NCT01314365, NCT00833196 and NCT01753349).
Results:We report data for patients treatedwith abobotulinumtoxinA over one injection cycle at 181 neurology centers
in 35 countries. CD clinical features as assessed by Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS)
Total scores (N = 920) significantly reduced by a mean [95%CI] of −12.9 [−13.9, −11.8] points at Week 4 (N
=449) and−3.2 [−3.8,−2.7] points at the end of the injection cycle (N=890). All three TWSTRS domains (symp-
tom severity, disability and pain) contributed to the overall improvement. Patients were generally content with symp-
tom control at peak effect of the treatment cycle, with 86% reporting overall satisfaction.
Conclusion: Findings from this meta-analysis of observational studies confirm the effectiveness of abobotulinumtoxinA
in routine practice. Despite inclusion of a broader population sample, themagnitude of improvements observed is con-
sistent with that seen in the pivotal, randomized controlled trials.
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Introduction

Cervical dystonia (CD) is a neurological syndrome characterized by in-
voluntary, sustained, contractions of cervical muscles causing abnormal
postures of the neck [1]. It is a heterogeneous disorder, with numerous pos-
sible patterns of head and neck deviations. Additional signs and symptoms
include shoulder elevation, jerking movements, neck or shoulder pain and
tremor. Currently, there is no cure for CD. Available therapeutic interven-
tions are symptomatic and are aimed at lessening the severity of the dys-
tonic contractions and their associated symptoms. The clinical utility of
oral therapies in the management of CD is limited by a narrow therapeutic
window and side-effect profile [2].

Several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [3–8], and long-term stud-
ies [9] have established the efficacy and safety of botulinum neurotoxin
BoNT products in the management of CD, and targeted chemodenervation
with BoNT is considered the treatment of choice [7,10]. We present here a
meta-analysis of patient-level data from three prospective, observational
studies, with the aim of exploring the symptomatic effectiveness of
abobotulinumtoxinA as given in routine clinical practice.
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Methods

The organization of the database of each of the three observational stud-
ies has previously been described [11]. In brief, the database includes
patient-level data from three prospective, observational studies which
followed the course of adult CD patients treated with BoNT-A [12–14]. In
each study, the decision to treat was taken prior to, and independently
from, the decision to enroll the subject in the study. For each study, Inde-
pendent Ethics Committee/Institutional Review Board approval was ob-
tained prior to each center initiation and all patients provided written
informed consent.

The INTEREST IN CD studies (INTEREST IN CD1 [NCT00833196, [13]]
and INTEREST IN CD2 [NCT01753349, [14,15]) were international, non-
interventional studies including patients treated with any brand of botuli-
num neurotoxin Type A (BoNT-A). ANCHOR-CD (NCT01314365) [12]
was a US non-interventional, registry study following patients treated
with abobotulinumtoxinA (Dysport®, Ipsen Pharma, Wrexham, UK). Eligi-
ble patients in all three studies could be new to BoNT-A treatment or previ-
ously treated with BoNT-A, provided there had been at least a 12-week
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Table 1
Demographic, medical history and clinical characteristics at baseline.

Characteristic AbobotulinumtoxinA treated
subjects
(N = 1091)

Sex (female); n (%) 722 (66.2)
Age; n (%)
18–30 45 (4.1)
31–40 109 (10.0)
41–50 244 (22.4)
51–60 280 (25.7)
61–70 266 (24.4)
>70 147 (13.5)
Proportion subjects with CD family history; n
(%)

76 (7.0)

Time since diagnosis (years); n (%)
<1 122 (11.2)
1–5 380 (34.8)
>5 589 (54.0)
Previous treatment with BoNT-A; n (%)
Yes 916 (84.0)
No 174 (16.0)
Missing 1
Use of concomitant medication; n (%) 522 (47.8)
Predominant head/neck deviation pattern; n
(%)

N = 869

Torticollis 610 (70.2)
Laterocollis 188 (21.6)
Retrocollis 40 (4.6)
Anterocollis 12 (1.4)
Lateral shift 9 (1.0)
Sagittal shift 9 (1.0)
Missing/not derived N = 222

BoNT-A: botulinum neurotoxin type A; CD: cervical dystonia; SD: standard
deviation.
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interval between the last injection and study entry. Patients enrolled in
INTEREST CD1 had to have a TWSTRS severity score of ≥15 [13]. While
strictly observational, all studies included comprehensive clinical CD as-
sessments at each visit, including data onmedical and treatment history, in-
jection parameters and the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating
Scale (TWSTRS). The INTEREST IN CD2 and ANCHOR-CD studies followed
multiple injection cycles and collected data on patient satisfaction with
treatment. Satisfaction with symptom control at peak effect was assessed
in INTEREST IN CD2 using a 5-point Likert scale [15] and satisfaction
with relief from symptoms was assessed in ANCHOR-CD using Item 2
(7-point scale) of the Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire for Medication
(TSQM) [12]. All three studies assessed patients at re-injection visits (i.e.
at end of the last treatment cycle), and the INTEREST IN CD1 and
ANCHOR-CD studies also included assessments at peak effect (Week 4).

Statistical analyses

We analyzed patient level data from Cycle 1 of the observational stud-
ies. For patients enrolled in more than one study (i.e. INTEREST IN CD1
and INTEREST IN CD2 or ANCHOR-CD and INTEREST IN CD2), only data
from the INTEREST IN CD2 study were retained for the meta-analysis.
Due to differences in methodology, some variables were not consistently
collected across the component studies. To account for differences in satis-
faction assessment, satisfaction with treatment was dichotomized as ‘satis-
fied’ (score of 1–2 on Likert scale or 4–7 on TSQM) or ‘not satisfied’ (score of
3–5 on Likert scale including neutral, or 1–3 on TSQM). We also assessed
rates of satisfaction according to 4 dose categories (≤250U, 250 -
≤500U, 500- ≤1000U, >1000U).

We present all available data for each variable. Only data from patients
treated with abobotulinumtoxinA and with data collected both at baseline
and the end of Cycle 1 visit from neurology clinics were considered [12].
Statistical analyses are primarily descriptive, changes in TWSTRS scores
were compared versus baseline using a two-sided paired t-test at the 5% sig-
nificance level. There was no imputation for missing data.

Results

Patient characteristics

These analyses include data from a total of 1091 patients with CD
treated with abobotulinumtoxinA at 181 neurology centers in 35 countries.
Patient demographics and medical history at baseline are presented in
Table 1. Most patients (66%) were female and 86% were aged at least
41 years old.

Injection parameters

Data for the abobotulinumtoxinA injection parameters are summarized
in Table e1. The median dose of abobotulinumtoxinA was 500 U [range
50–1700 U]. Overall, less than half (39%) of patients were injected for
CD using a guidance technique. The most commonly injected muscles
were the splenius capitis (injected in 89% of subjects), sternocleidomastoid
(80%), trapezius (62%), levator scapulae (47%), semispinalis capitis (32%)
and scalene group (17%); all other relevantmuscles were injected in<10%
of patients.

The mean duration of the injection cycle was 111 ± 45 days
(16 weeks), with a median of 99 days [estimated 75th percentile:
141 days] (i.e. median: 14 weeks, estimated 75th percentile: 20 weeks).

CD features as assessed by the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating
Scale

CD clinical features as assessed by TWSTRS Total scores significantly im-
proved from baseline toWeek 4, and did not return fully to baseline at end of
injection cycle (N=920, Fig. 1). TWSTRS Total scores significantly reduced
by a mean [95%CI] of−12.9 [−13.9,−11.8] points at Week 4 (N= 449)
2

and by−3.2 [−3.8,−2.7] points at the end of injection cycle (N=890). All
three TWSTRS domains (symptom severity, disability and pain) contributed
to the overall improvement, with significant reductions versus baseline
both at peak effect (Week 4) and at end of injection cycle.

Satisfaction with CD symptom control at peak effect

Patients were generally satisfied with symptom control at peak effect of
the treatment cycle, with 86% (710/826) reporting overall satisfaction.

When categorized by dose, rates of satisfaction were slightly higher
when abobotulinumtoxinA was dosed per recommended dose ranges than
treatment at the extremes of dosing [17]. Overall, 88% (401/465) of pa-
tients given abobotulinumtoxinA doses of 250 - ≤500 U and 86% (240/
281) dosed between 500 -≤1000Uwere satisfiedwith their symptom con-
trol compared with 73% (51/74) given ≤250 U and 78% (18/23) given
>1000 U.

Discussion

In this meta-analysis of observational studies, treatment with
abobotulinumtoxinA significantly reduced TWSTRS total scores by 12.9
points at peak effect, and patients did not fully return to baseline by the
end of injection cycle. Patients were generally satisfied (86% satisfaction)
with the symptom control afforded by the treatment at peak effect.

Despite the inclusion of patients with lower baseline disease severity
(TWSTRS Total scores of <37 in the present sample versus >43 in the
RCTs), the absolute magnitude of improvement seen in this sample is simi-
lar to that of the abobotulinumtoxinA phase 3 RCTs reported by Truong
et al. in 2005 and 2010 [5,6], and more recently by Poewe et al. [8]. In
those studies, the mean change from baseline to Week 4 in TWSTRS Total
scores ranged from approximately −10 to −16 points versus baseline
[5,6,8]. Recent analyses of the minimal clinically important change
(MCIC) for TWSTRS total scores have found that mean changes of 7 to 12
points are associated with relevant change on clinician and patient global
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Fig. 1.Mean change frombaseline in TWSTRS scores, at peak effect (Week 4) and end of cycle. TWSTRS, TorontoWestern Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale. Data forWeek 4
are based on INTEREST IN CD1 and ANCHOR, data for end of cycle are from all three studies.
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impression ratings [16,17]. The differences in proposed MCIC's reflect dif-
ferences in study methodologies and anchors for change. Indeed the
upper value is based on an analysis of the ANCHOR-CD cohort included
in the present dataset [16]. Irrespective of which MCIC definition was
used, our data confirm a meaningful effect of a single abobotulinumtoxinA
injection cycle as given in routine practice. It may be of interest to assess the
MCIC using outcomes such as patient satisfaction as an anchor.

The pivotal double-blind abobotulinumtoxinA studies found that signif-
icant differences in the reduction of TWSTRS scores were maintained ver-
sus placebo and baseline until Week 12 [5,6,8], and in their open-label
extensions the median time to retreatment was 14 weeks [18 weeks for
75th percentile] [18]. In our sample, we observed a similarly long injection
cycle duration (median of 14weeks, 75th percentile of 20weeks). Our find-
ings also compare favorably with those reported in observational studies of
other BoNT-A products; mean injection intervals for treatment cycle 1
were: ~14 weeks with onabotulinumtoxinA in the CD-PROBE study [19]
and ~ 12 weeks in the German incobotulinumtoxinA study [20] versus a
mean of ~16 weeks with abobotulinumtoxinA in the present meta-
analysis. A longer duration of abobotulinumtoxinA is also supported by
data from the first treatment cycle of the ULIS-III observational spasticity
study, which reported a significantly longer duration of action for
abobotulinumtoxinA (>30 days) between the first and second injection
than patients treated with other BoNT-A products [21]. A plausible expla-
nation for the different durations of response in both CD and spasticity is
the different amounts of active neurotoxin found at the approved doses
for each product [22].

There is obviously a difference in the symptom relief afforded at peak
effect versus across the injection cycle. A key clinical question is how well
symptoms are covered in between dosing sessions. A recent patient survey
found that most patients treatedwith the different BoNT-A brands (25% re-
ceiving abobotulinumtoxinA) first noticed waning of BoNT-A effects at
about 10.5 weeks with significant impact on daily activities and quality of
life [23]. This suggests that many patients have to live with significant
symptom re-emergence for at least a few weeks before they are reinjected.
Such data has led some authors to suggest that injection sessions could be
shortened to match the duration of reported efficacy for the different prod-
ucts [24,25], but this would clearly be off-label. Our data suggest that treat-
ment with abobotulinumtoxinA will provide good symptom coverage of
3

symptoms across a typical cycle. In support of this notion, a post-hoc analy-
sis of the Interest in CD-2 study found that patients who attended clinics
that allowed some flexibility in injection cycles (to meet individual patient
needs) had longer abobotulinumtoxinA injection intervals than those who
attended clinics with fixed schedules (15.3–15.9 weeks vs. 14.1 weeks, re-
spectively), suggesting that many patients treated flexibly with
abobotulinumtoxinA are able to go longer than the standard interval
[26]. In our meta-analysis, most patients did not fully return to baseline be-
fore their next injection and their improvement in TWSTRS scores (−3.2
points) remained statistically significant (albeit below the MCIC). This per-
sistence of benefit at the time of next injection suggests that patients and
physicians do not wait for the full waning of effect before the next injection.
Full analyses of the INTEREST IN CD2 study have thus found a gradual cu-
mulative benefit over 3 years of treatment [15]. From clinical experience,
few patients completely remit from their symptoms; however, in one natu-
ralistic study, Skogseid et al. reported that a small number of patients could
discontinue treatment because no further treatment was required [27].

A limitation of the TWSTRS is that the severity domain considers all the
physical findings (symptoms) under one composite heading [28]. Without
data on the scores for individual item scores, it is difficult to discern the im-
pact of treatment on the individual symptoms of CD. By contrast, the impact
of treatment on pain can be directly assessed by evaluating change in
TWSTRS pain scores. This is important because some patients often assess
their response to treatment based on the improvement in pain, irrespective
of changes in other symptoms of CD. Patient surveys have found that the
presence of pain is the main reason for patients to seek treatment [29,30]
and an observational study reported that pain is often a substantial driver
of disability in people livingwith CD. Themechanismof pain in CD remains
mostly unknown, but it has been suggested to be more than just muscle re-
lated with one study reporting changes in pain threshold [31]. A recent
meta-analysis found that BoNT-A can be effectively used in both muscle-
based and non-muscle-based pain disorders, suggesting independent effects
in pain mechanisms [32]. In this meta-analysis, we found pain significantly
reduced by≥2 points on the TWSTRS pain scale at Week 4, which equated
to >30% improvement from baseline. This magnitude of improvement is
consistent with the first phase 3 study reported by Truong in 2005 [6],
and is slightly smaller than the reduction of >3 points recently by Poewe
et al. [8]. Baseline pain scores were lower in the observational studies

Image of Fig. 1
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than in the pivotal studies, which typically include more severely affected
patients (baseline pain score of 6.2 in this database versus >10.5 in the piv-
otal studies) [5,6,8]. Pain reductions at end of cycle (mean of 16 weeks)
remained significant versus baseline (0.6 versus baseline, p < 0.001) but
the magnitude of change was much smaller than seen at Week 12 in the
RCTs, where Week 12 pain reductions were 1.7–1.8 versus baseline
[5,6,8]. Other observational studies have also reported good effects of
BoNT-A treatment on pain supporting pain reduction in CD as a major indi-
cator for retreatment [33,34].

Although now recognized as an important treatment outcome, satisfac-
tion with treatment has not often been assessed in prior RCTs. Studies have
shown that satisfactionwith symptom control is highest at peak symptomatic
effect and lowest at end of cycle when the therapeutic response has waned
[15,24]. Factors such as effective pain relief and the overall improvements
all TWSTRS domains likely account for the high ratings of patient satisfaction
with symptom control at peak effect. Subgroup analyses found that more pa-
tients treated with abobotulinumtoxinA at recommended dose ranges for CD
[18] were more satisfied with symptom control than those treated with low
(<250 U) and high (>1000 U) doses. At lower than recommended doses,
the lower rates of satisfactionmay reflect a subtherapeutic dose or a restricted
number of injected muscles. Indeed, the lowest recorded dose was 50 U
(which is mostly below the recommended minimum dose for the top 5
injectedmuscles) and some patients received injections into only onemuscle.
On the other hand, dissatisfaction with higher doses may reflect factors such
as adverse events or a higher baseline severity that necessitated use of higher
doses that went as high as 1700 U in this meta-analysis of routine practice
studies. Primary analyses from the INTEREST IN CD2 study found that
worse disease severity at baseline is predictive of lower treatment satisfaction
at end of treatment cycle [15]. While dosing must be tailored to the individ-
ual, evidence-based recommendations for dose ranges are available per mus-
cle for abobotulinumtoxinA and other BoNT-A products [35].

A key strength of these analyses is the size of population included. The
data presented herein represent the largest dataset of subjectswith CD stud-
ied to date. The observational studies included had international reach,
thereby improving the generalizability of data. However, we cannot rule
out the potentially confounding influence of including data from countries
with very different access to services and treatment. We limited our analy-
ses to abobotulinumtoxinA because most subjects across the trials were
treated with this formulation (ANCHOR-CD study was restricted to
abobotulinumtoxinA) and for comparability with the pivotal studies. Out-
comes were assessed based on all available data. For example, whereas as-
sessment of TWSTRS at Week 4 was based on data from INTEREST IN CD1
and ANCHOR-CD, assessment at end of treatment cycle was based on
INTEREST IN CD1 and INTEREST IN CD2. Other limitations include those
inherent to observational studies (e.g. level of missing data), as well as
the recruitment of smaller subject numbers inmany countries and potential
site selection bias.

Thefinding of thismeta-analysis of 3 observational studies confirms the
effectiveness of abobotulinumtoxinA as used in routine practice. Despite in-
clusion of a broader population sample, the magnitude of improvements
seen was consistent with those seen in prior level 1 RCTs.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.prdoa.2020.100063.
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